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A B S T R A C T

CropMetaPop is a new simulation tool to model the genetic evolution of crop diversity under on-farm dynamic
management. Under this type of conservation and use of varieties, seeds are resown and exchanged between
farmers and the set of connected populations is described as a crop metapopulation. CropMetaPop is therefore
at the interface of genetic and social processes. We used sensitivity analyses to check the behaviour of the
model and to identify which parameters and range of values for them induce the most variability in the
outputs. CropMetaPop was found to behave as expected. Depending on the type of locus studied (neutral
or selected), the parameters related to drift or selection were those that induced the most variability in
the outputs. Colonisation, migration, and network topology parameters were less influential. Looking at the
detailed results will help setting the parameters to relevant values in the future utilisation of the model.
1. Introduction

In small-scale farming systems, farmers save their seeds from one
year to the next and often exchange seeds for a variety of reasons
including the search for better production, seed loss, or even curios-
ity (Pautasso et al., 2013). Seed circulation among farmers has been
shown to greatly impact the genetic diversity of the plant populations
they grow in their fields (Fuentes et al., 2012; Louette et al., 1997;
Pressoir and Berthaud, 2004).

Those crop populations are linked by past or future seed transfers
and are subject to extinction. For these reasons, they can be considered
as a particular case of metapopulation, called crop metapopulation
which is submitted to farmers management (van Heerwaarden et al.,
2010).

Farmers’ seed management practices and the functioning of these
cultivated metapopulations are at the interface between social and
ecological processes and understanding the impacts of farmers’ prac-
tices and organisation on the dynamics of crop populations diver-
sity is a complex issue that seems unlikely to be tackled through
experimental (Pautasso et al., 2013) or analytical approaches only.

Indeed, setting up experiments aimed at comparing the impact of
different management methods would be far too cumbersome, too long
(e.g. to observe allele fixation time (Kimura, 1980)) and therefore too
costly.

∗ Correspondence to: Equipe DEAP, GQE - Le Moulon, 12 rue 128, 91190 Gif-sur-Yvette, France,
E-mail address: baptiste.rouger@disroot.org (B. Rouger).

A modelling approach is therefore well suited to such studies, which
allows cheap and fast results though they might lack accuracy. Several
metapopulation models exist, such as QuantiNemo 2 (Neuenschwander
et al., 2019) which is considered the most comprehensive one available.
The extensivity of this model can address four features specific to crop
metapopulations as describes by van Heerwaarden et al. (2010). These
are (1) the large number of offspring per plant, (2) the non-random
seed circulation, (3) the low rate of seed circulation, and (4) the rare
bottlenecks during recolonisation events.

Despite this, several key features are misrepresented in QuantiNemo
2. Extinction occurs after the regulation of adults (see Fig. 1(a)),
whereas it seems more likely to occur during the seed storage phase
in crop metapopulations, after seed production and before the seedling
or adult phases, i.e., before regulation. The order of events during a life
cycle has been shown in the literature to influence the evolution of local
adaptive polymorphism (Ravigne et al., 2004; Massol and Débarre,
2015). Although the authors do not explicitly address extinctions, we
assume that such a change is likely to have the same kind of impact on
the results. For this reason, it seems important to represent extinction
at the most likely phase of the cycle.

Furthermore, QuantiNemo 2 does not distinguish between migra-
tion and colonisation, whereas the two processes allow to represent
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Fig. 1. Comparison between life cycle used in: (a) QuantiNemo 2 (adapted from the QuantiNemo 2 user manual (Neuenschwander et al., 2019, p. 34)); (b) CropMetaPop. The main
difference between QuantiNemo 2 and CropMetaPop (CMP) population life cycles is that most of the events in CMP happen during the seed phase, while QuantiNemo 2 is divided
in juvenile and adult phases. In CMP, during within-population regulation the number of seeds produced by a population is reduced to the carrying capacity according to individual
plant fitness. Metapopulation regulation only occurs in case of colonisation or migration. In the case of colonisation, metapopulation regulation reduces the number of seeds in
the recipient population to its carrying capacity according to the average fitness of the donor populations and their seed availability. In the case of migration, metapopulation
regulation occurs only on the part of the local seeds to be replaced by migrant seeds. QuantiNemo 2 performs summary statistics, while CMP only outputs mono- or multilocus
genotype data and seed circulation history.
two coexisting situations that are classically encountered by farmers
who produce their own seeds. Migration allows to represent situations
quite frequently encountered in subsistence farming systems where
farmers need to supplement their own seed stocks to sow their entire
available field. In this context, they used to acquiring seed locally
within their village from relatives, neighbours or friends through gift,
exchange or purchase (Boster, 1986; Wencélius et al., 2016; Thomas
and Caillon, 2016; Violon et al., 2016). Colonisation coupled with
extinction represents more extreme but less frequent situations in which
farmers no longer have seed stocks after a poor harvest due to climatic
hazards or because of problems with seed storage (Fenzi et al., 2021;
Violon et al., 2016). It has been described that in this type of situation,
people change their seed supply network by going to obtain seed from
relatives or acquaintances outside the village, in some case travelling
very long distances (Fenzi et al., 2021; Violon et al., 2016; Bellon
et al., 2011; Song et al., 2019). The simultaneous consideration of these
two social processes into account offers the possibility of representing
relatively accurately situations commonly encountered in agriculture.

Finally, an other critical feature (van Heerwaarden et al., 2010)
is to define independently the seed transfer rate and the level of
seed replacement between every pair of populations, because in crop
management migration is episodic rather than continuous and involves
enough seeds to limit the bottleneck.

All these deviations from classical metapopulation models such as
those implemented in QuantiNemo 2 prompted us to develop Crop-
MetaPop, a model of cultivated metapopulations in the continuity of
the work that was conducted by van Heerwaarden et al. (2010) to
investigate the impact of seed exchanges and farmers’ management
practices.

CropMetaPop1 is an agent-based model where agents are individuals
represented by plants or seeds, which was specifically designed to
model cultivated populations, and the gene flows resulting from seed
circulation due to the social interactions between farmers (Labeyrie
et al., 2016; Calvet-Mir et al., 2012; McGuire, 2008).

CropMetaPop simulates the evolution of individuals represented
as multilocus genomes organised into populations, in turn organised

1 The software is available at https://forgemia.inra.fr/cropmetapop/
cropmetapop/-/wikis/home
2

into a metapopulation. It aims at simulating the evolution of seed lots
within the context of seed exchange following the social network of the
farmers.

The life cycle of individuals in CropMetaPop is described in Fig. 1,
and presents the comparison between the life cycles of CropMetaPop
and QuantiNemo 2.

It allows to model various genetic situations: low or high genetic
diversity, weak or strong population differentiation, for instance. More-
over, different parameters can be specified to best represent the crop of
interest: mating system, number of individuals per population, etc. One
can also finely tune the seed movement parameters for migration and
for colonisation such that the probability of seed exchange is defined
between all pairs of populations.

Due to the large number of parameters in the model, performing a
sensitivity analysis (SA in the following) (Saltelli et al., 2019; Burgers
et al., 2010) of the model was needed to better understand its behaviour
and to ensure that it performs as expected. Sensitivity analyses also pro-
vide a better understanding of which input parameters are responsible
for the variability of the model’s outputs (Lurette et al., 2009; Lamboni
et al., 2011). Finally, one can use SAs for a better targeting of a realistic
range of parameters to be used in the model.

The two objectives of this paper are (i) to introduce the Crop-
MetaPop model and software and (ii) to conduct several SAs of the
CropMetaPop model in order to check that the model behaves as
expected and to assess the relative importance of the parameters in the
model based on the variability they induce in the outputs.

2. Materials and methods

This section begins with a description of the CropMetaPop model.
It continues with the presentation of the main steps to be taken when
performing a sensitivity analysis before introducing the 6 sensitivity
analyses performed in this paper.

2.1. The CropMetaPop model

2.1.1. Technical features of CropMetaPop
CropMetaPop can be seen as a wrapper library for simuPOP specifi-

cally designed to easily simulate crop metapopulations. simuPOP (Peng

https://forgemia.inra.fr/cropmetapop/cropmetapop/-/wikis/home
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and Kimmel, 2005; Peng and Amos, 2008) is a python library for
the simulation of stochastic individual-based model accounting for
mutation, genetic drift, migration and selection and for demographic
processes such as extinction and colonisation. CropMetaPop provides a
useful and practical addition to simuPOP by integrating specific char-
acteristics of crop metapopulations, such as in particular the possibility
to generate or import various connection matrices to link the fields
together. It also integrates modules to create random networks with
specific characteristics. It is therefore designed to represent accurately
seed transfer processes with specific parameters. CropMetaPop is a
console program written in Python3 using an object-oriented approach.
It allows running simulations without knowledge about coding by just
filling a text based simulation file and it can be run on any computer
platform.

Tests restricted to one or sometimes two evolutionary forces at a
time made it possible to verify that the model was able to find the
theoretical expectations (data not shown) and thus to validate the broad
lines of its operation.

2.1.2. General features
In the context of seed management by farmers’ organisations, a

crop metapopulation may correspond, for instance, to different ver-
sions, here referred to as populations, of the same variety of a consid-
ered species. CropMetaPop relies on the following life cycle: breeding,
extinction, within-population regulation, colonisation, migration and
meta-population regulation. The model works with discrete and non-
overlapping generations, which makes it more suitable for representing
annual or short generation time species.

Depending on the life cycle stage, each individual is either a plant
in the field or a seed that may circulate among populations. In the
following, the populations are equivalent to the demes as well as the
fields to the patches.

2.1.2.1. Demographic features of CropMetaPop. CropMetaPop accounts
for several social features of the farmers’ networks (number of farmers
involved and number of populations per farmer) and farming practices
(sowing density and field size) by simulating a finite number of popu-
lations, each composed of a finite number of crop plants corresponding
to the demographic size. Each population is cultivated in a field char-
acterised by the maximum number of plants that can be grown there,
called carrying capacity. The demographic size may vary from one
generation to the following one according to the number of offspring
produced per individual (called fecundity). The demographic size of
a crop population can grow up to the carrying capacity of the field
in which the population is cultivated. Each population is subject to
extinction, colonisation or migration in each generation. It should be
noted that pollen flows between fields are neglected in CropMetaPop
because we consider that farmer practices limit such phenomenon.
They take care to grow different varieties at sufficient distances in the
case of mainly self-pollinating species and will generally only grow
one variety, under isolated conditions, in the case of a cross-pollinating
species (e.g. pearl millet (Naino Jika et al., 2017), maize or onion).

In the context of crop metapopulation, extinction may correspond
either to difficulties in maintaining the population (e.g. climatic or pest
disasters) or to the choice of replacing the population with a potentially
more interesting one. Colonisation and migration will be defined in the
following section.

2.1.2.2. Genetic features of CropMetaPop. To account for a critical bio-
logical feature of crops, each crop metapopulation is characterised by
a selfing rate ranging from 0 (open-pollination) to 1 (self-pollination).
Each diploid individual plant (𝑖) in a given field (𝑗) consists in a finite
set of genetically linked or independent loci. Each locus is biallelic
or multi-allelic. Mutation rate is defined for each locus and mutation
may occur at each reproduction event. Each locus may correspond to a
neutral marker or to an adaptive marker located in a gene associated to
3

a genetic value. The sum of the genetic values of all adaptive markers
provides the individual genetic value of a quantitative trait (𝐺𝑖) under
election. Natural selection due to the local pedo-climatic conditions or
o particular farming practices is accounted for by applying selection
or a local optimum defined for each field. Depending on the local
ield optimum (𝑂𝑝𝑡𝑗), the individual fitness (𝑊𝑖,𝑗) is assumed to have a
lassical normal shape (Johnson and Barton, 2005) centred on the local
ptimum:

𝑖,𝑗 = 𝑒−
1
2 ×(𝐺𝑖−𝑂𝑝𝑡𝑗 )2

with 𝑖 an individual plant and 𝑗 a given field.
Similar or different optima can be assigned to the different fields in

order to compute plant fitness and apply various patterns of selection
to local populations. During the breeding step, the parents of each
offspring are randomly selected proportionality to their fitness when
genetic values and fields’ optima are defined.

Within-population regulation is applied after seed production to
adjust potential excess of offspring to the carrying capacity of each
population.

2.1.3. Special features
In CropMetaPop, the focus has been on describing seed circulation

practices in order to represent a diversity of socially established rules
that underpin the circulation of seed among farmers.

Two different processes are considered to model seed circulation:
colonisation and migration. Colonisation arises after the extinction
of a local population while migration happens when farmers mix
intentionally or unintentionally their own seed lot with foreign ones.
Unlike other metapopulation simulation softwares, CropMetaPop can
model both colonisation and migration in the same simulation, with the
possibility to use two different social networks, if necessary, because
we consider that farmers can solicit two different social networks
depending on the context. In both cases, seed circulation is a stochastic
process and seed supply can come from one or from several non-empty
fields when farmers are socially connected.

The amount of seed in circulation is defined at the level of metapop-
ulation regulation on the basis of donor seed supply and receiver seed
demand.

For instance, one farmer can give seeds to neighbours according to
his or her stock and receive seeds from them depending on his or her
needs. In addition for migration, it is possible to define the rate of local
seed replacement which can be different from the migration rate. This
specific feature is necessary to take into account the fact that migration
rarely occurs but with a potentially strong impact in terms of genetic
composition on the receiving population when the seed replacement
rate is huge.

2.2. Sensitivity analysis approach

CropMetaPop is a stochastic simulation model that allows to adjust
the values of more than 10 parameters. Predicting the behaviour and
results of simulations can be very complicated in some situations. To
better understand the general behaviour of the model, we propose to
use SAs.

Performing a SA of a model first requires defining the input pa-
rameters and output variables of the model to be analysed. It is then
necessary to run the model for a large number of combinations of input
parameter values. For each combination, values are obtained for the
different output variables of the model.

SA relies on variance analysis to attribute the variability of the
outputs of the model to one of the parameters changing in the sim-
ulations (Cariboni et al., 2007; Burgers et al., 2010; Carpani et al.,
2012).

In this paper, we chose to vary the main parameters that control
biological features and evolutionary forces of the crop metapopulations,
i.e. the selfing rate to characterise the mating system, the population

size for genetic drift, the mutation rate, the number of locus under
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selection and local selection optima, extinction and colonisation rate,
migration rate and network topology for colonisation and migration.

In order to study in depth the evolutionary processes of particular
interest to us, we have divided the work into six SAs. This allowed us
to better describe the impact of each parameter in each SA.

The parameters chosen to vary in these SAs were:

carr_cap carrying capacity: the number of individuals in the popula-
tion

percentSelf percent of selfing: the proportion of individuals in the
population that are autogamous

mutRate mutation rate of each locus

nbLocSel number of locus of the genome that are under selection

optimum optimums of the demes: the set of optimums to which the
genotypic value of the individuals are compared to compute the
fitness of each individual in the deme

colRate colonisation rate between two populations

extinction extinction rate of the populations

network network topology type. See Section 2.2.3 for the tested graph
topologies

nbEdges number of edges in the network, i.e. the number of social
relationships in the metapopulation

migRate migration rate (i.e. probability) of seed lots between two
populations

migReplace proportion of replaced individuals in the destination pop-
ulation during migration

The other parameters of the simulations have been set to fixed
values. The most important ones are displayed in Table 1.

The number of generations (generations) to achieve the SAs was
set at 30, which represents situations that can be observed in reality.
Beyond that, it seems unlikely that the social networks are the same,
for example. Therefore, exploring the behaviour of the model over a
longer period of time does not seem to be a priority with respect to the
conditions of use of the model. The number of replicates (replicates)
was set to 10 to capture some of the stochasticity of the model while
limiting the simulation time of the SAs. The number of populations
(nb_pop) was set at 100, which corresponds to a reasonable number
of people involved in a collective action of crop diversity management.
The number of alleles (nb_allele) was set to two to represent SNPs.
The fecundity parameter (fecondity) was set to 4 to produce enough
offspring to allow for migration events while limiting simulation time.
The number of neutral markers (defined as the difference between
the total number of markers (nb_marker) and the number of markers
associated with a fitness value) was set to 10 to be able to follow the
evolution of several loci simultaneously while limiting the simulation
time.

To assess the impact of the parameters variation, genetic diversity
indices (see Section 2.2.4) were computed on genotypic data.

The protocol was the same for the six SAs. It consisted in the
following steps:

1. Creation of the design of experiments with the correct number
of parameter (Section 2.2.1)

2. Creation of the simulations setting files and of the launcher files
for the simulations (Section 2.2.2)

3. Launch of the simulations
4. Analysis of the genetic monolocus data (Section 2.2.4) launched

with the scripts generated in Section 2.2.2
5. Gathering of all the files in big files by indicator
6. SA of the resulting files (Section 2.2.5)
4

7. The graphs interpretation of the SAs (Section 2.2.6)
Table 1
Common parameters to all simulations.

Parameter Use of the parameter Value

generations Number of generations in
the simulation

30

replicates Number of replicates in
the simulation

10

nb_pop Number of populations in
the metapopulation

100

nb_allele Number of alleles for all
loci

2

fecundity Number of seeds produced
by individual

4

no associated
parameter

Number of neutral markers 10

2.2.1. Creation of the plan of simulation
In order to avoid running thousands of simulations, a fractional

factorial design was applied using the R package ‘‘planor’’ (Kobilin-
sky, 2005; Kobilinsky et al., 2017, 2019) for each of the six SAs of
CropMetaPop.

This package allowed us to run less than 500 simulations where
20 000 would have been needed with a full factorial design. It requires
to set each parameter chosen to an equal number of level, and allows
to determine up to second order interactions between the parameters,
i.e. interaction of one parameter with one other. It returns a design of
experiments composed of a list of levels combinations. This design of
experiments was exported to a comma separated value formatted file
and used as an input for the scripts generating the setting files for the
simulations and the analysis to run.

In this paper, we chose to use three levels for each parameter. We
considered it allows to correctly – yet concisely – explore the variation
ranges of the parameters of the model. We chose, for every parameter,
a low realistic value, a high realistic value, and an intermediary value.

2.2.2. Creation of the simulations
The setting file generator creates one configuration file for each

replicate and for each of the levels combination in the design of
experiments. It associates to the set of levels described in the design of
experiment, the correct corresponding values to each parameter. It also
writes two more files: one that contains the set of simulations to run on
the computer cluster (the simulation launcher file), and the other that
contains the corresponding analyses to run after the simulations (the
analysis launcher file).

The ten replicates of every parameter combination are split in
separate simulations in order to maximise the variability of both the
network topology used, and the genetic diversity at initialisation. These
replicates are then grouped together to perform the analysis of monolo-
cus data.

The simulations are initialised genetically by sampling, for each
locus of each individual, a random allele between the two available
at each locus. This process can induce an imbalance in the frequencies
of each allele, especially in small size populations. This can also induce
linkage disequilibrium between markers.

2.2.3. Network topologies tested
We used three contrasted topologies chosen to be representative

of the reality of the systems we model. The Erdős–Renyi network
topology (Erdős and Rényi, 1959) in which the connections between
the populations are randomly and statistically equally distributed, was
designed to represent a perfectly distributed and horizontal network.
We then used the community network topology (Nowicki and Snijders,
2001; Girvan and Newman, 2002), in which the connections between
the populations are more frequent within a community, to represent
the collective management of seeds in different farmers’ organisations.

Last, we used the Barabási (Barabási and Albert, 1999) topology

network, in which only a few populations are connected to many other
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populations. This was chosen to represent centralisation around a few
major actors in the seed system. The densities have been chosen to
represent networks with low, medium and almost-maximal densities.

For the SAs that focused on migration or colonisation, a library
of networks was generated before the simulations to maximise the
network topology stochasticity. A total of 900 networks was generated
in the library. A network with corresponding parameters was randomly
selected in the library and written in the configuration file.

2.2.4. Monolocus data analysis
For each SA, after the simulations, the data of each replicate that

have the same parameter combination, and that are in separate folders,
were gathered in the same file. All the files, i.e. all simulations, were
then analysed by a Python script to compute two genetic and one
demographic indicators for each generation, including the average
within-population expected genetic diversity (expected heterozygosity)
(Hs (Nei, 1987)), the average genetic differentiation (Gst (Weir and
Cockerham, 1984; Takahata and Nei, 1984)) and the survival rate
(Surv) of the populations.

𝐻𝑠 =

∑𝑆
𝑠=1

∑𝐿
𝑙=1

(

1−
∑𝐼

𝑖=1 𝑝
2
𝑖,𝑙,𝑠

)

𝐿
𝑆

𝐺𝑠𝑡 =

∑𝑆
𝑠=1

𝐻𝑡𝑠−𝐻𝑠𝑠
𝐻𝑡𝑠

𝑠
ith

𝑡 =
∑𝐿

𝑙=1
∑𝐼

𝑖=1 𝑝
2
𝑖

𝑙
nd

𝑢𝑟𝑣 = 1 −
number of non-empty populations

total number of populations
ith 𝐼 the number of alleles, 𝐿 the number of loci and 𝑆 the number

of populations.
This analysis produced as many result files as there were combi-

nations of parameters and indicators. These files were then merged by
indicator to produce the final result files of the simulations. These indi-
cator files contain the average indicator values over the ten replicates.

2.2.5. Sensitivity analysis
For each SA, the resulting files were then analysed for each indicator

with the R ‘‘multisensi’’ package (Bidot et al., 2018; Lamboni et al.,
2009, 2011). It allows to evaluate the share of every parameter in the
variability of the output along with time, determining up to second
order interactions of parameters. It takes as inputs a merged indicator
data file and the design of experiments created by ‘‘planor’’ and returns
detailed sensitivity indices, as well as several graphs, including one pre-
senting the evolution of the share of every parameter to the variability
of the output indicator of the model along time (such as in Figs. 2 and
4).

2.2.6. Graphs interpretation
For each SA, the lower part of the graph represents the main

sensitivity indices for each input parameter normalised between 0 and
1. The bigger the width of the ribbon of the parameter, the more the
parameter is important to explain the variability of the model output at
the given generation. For clarity, interactions of parameters are merged
and represented in a unique ribbon. The residual represents the part of
the variability of the model that cannot be explained by any parameter
or second order interaction.

The upper part of the graph represents the distribution of the output
of the model. The dark heavy line represents the mean of the data, the
grey area represents the quartiles of the data. The blue dotted lines
cover 90% of the data, and the red dotted lines the extreme data. One
can consider that, the wider the distribution, the more significant the
effects we detect.
5

Table 2
Parameter values for isolated populations.

Parameter Neutral
SA

Markers Selected
SA

Markers

carr_cap 40, 100, 1000
percentSelf 0, 0.5, 0.95
mutRate 10−5, 10−4, 10−3
nbLocSel 0, 1, 10 1, 5, 10
optimum 1s only, 1∕2 0s and 1∕2 1s, gradient

between 0 and 1

The Figs. 2(c), 3(c), 4(c), 5(c) and 7 present the total sensitivity
indices (i.e. the sum of the sensitivity indices of each parameter and
of its interactions with other parameters) for the last generation of all
SAs. As the last generation sensitivity indices is the sum of interactions
attributed to two parameters, the sum of all shares can be superior to
1.

2.3. A six-sensitivity analyses system

2.3.1. Description
Six SAs were performed to identify the parameters that induce the

most variability in the results according to the evolutionary forces
considered. These SAs differ according to two criteria: if and how
the populations are connected (isolated, connected by colonisation,
connected by migration) and the type of markers studied (neutral or
under selection). Their names follow a pattern describing first the
connection of populations (Isolated populations, Colonisation–Extinction,
or Migration) and then the type of markers studied (Neutral markers or
Selected markers).

Note that the results of two SAs are not comparable since they are
not based on the same set of input value combinations.

The values of the parameters for each SAs are presented in Tables 2–
4. For each of the parameter chosen, we defined three levels, which
were fixed to span over most of the actual variation ranges of the
parameters.

Mutation rates were chosen to cover the range of values that can be
found in vivo (Raquin et al., 2008; Schoen and Schultz, 2019).

The number of loci under selection were chosen to represent cases
with no selection and with selection. When selection was present in
the simulations, we chose to represent cases with a monogenic traits,
or traits composed by 5 or 10 loci. Even though these numbers are quite
low compared to the number of loci associated with traits in vivo (e.g.
for wheat height (Zanke et al., 2014)), we were able to show expected
dynamics for selection, and spared computation time.

Other parameters were chosen to cover a wide range of realistic
values for every parameter, with one intermediary value, in order to
have contrasted effects with the parameter range:

carr_cap ranged from 40 (vegetable-like size of population) to 1000
to represent cereal populations. Those populations can be a lot
bigger, but genetic drift is estimated to be fairly reduced from
1000 individuals (Nei et al., 1975)

percentSelf ranged from 0 (purely allogamous individuals) to 0.95
(mostly autogamous individuals), to represent the most species
possible

optimum were chosen to represent contrasted situations of selection
where:

• individuals are all in the same environment
• individuals are in two contrasted environments
• individuals are in environments all different one from

another
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Table 3
Parameter values for SAs Colonisation– Extinction.

Parameter Neutral
SA

Markers Selected
SA

Markers

carr_cap
percentSelf
mutRate Identical to Table 2 Identical to Table 2
nbLocSel
optimum

network Erdős–Renyi, Community, Barabási
colRate 0.01, 0.1, 0.25
nbEdges 𝐸max × 0.04, 𝐸max × 0.08, 𝐸max × 0.16
extinction 0.01, 0.1, 0.25

With 𝐸max =
𝑛𝑏𝑃 𝑜𝑝×(𝑛𝑏𝑃 𝑜𝑝−1)

2
.

etwork More information about network topologies can be found in
Section 2.2.3

olRate and migRate were chosen to represent situations with very
few to a lot of colonisation/migration, i.e. one event in a hun-
dred generations to one event every four generations per popu-
lation.

xtinction were chosen to represent situations with very few to a lot of
extinction, i.e. one event in a hundred generations to one event
every four generations per population.

igReplace were chosen to represent situations where only a hun-
dredth of the population is replaced, to half of the population
is replaced by migration events

bEdges More information about network topologies can be found in
Section 2.2.3

.3.2. Hypotheses
Qualitative hypotheses regarding the nature of the results are pro-

osed for each of the six SA, based on the main principles of population
enetics.

.3.2.1. Hypotheses for isolated populations neutral markers.
Here, as we analyse the genetic diversity indicators at neutral

arkers that are not linked to selected genes, selection is not ex-
ected to have any impact. Neutral markers will only be submitted
o genetic drift and mutation, and the sampling effect due to the
arrying capacity (Dobzhansky and Pavlovsky, 1957) is expected to
e the main source of variability of such genetic diversity indicators.
utation introduces new genetic diversity, but we do not expect it to be

mportant in the analysis because we run the simulations over too few
enerations for the mutations to accumulate (Halligan and Keightley,
009). At equilibrium in a finite size population only submitted to
utation, diversity will be maintained if 4 × 𝑁𝑒 × 𝜇 > 1. Taking

the carrying capacity as a rough value for the genetic effective size,
only one set of parameter values (carr_cap = 1000 and mutRate =
10−3) would meet the condition. Moreover, as the simulations are far
from reaching equilibrium, the time period studied being very short
compared to 4𝑁𝑒, mutation is not expected to contribute to variability
in the outputs of the simulations (Crow, 1950).

2.3.2.2. Hypotheses for isolated populations, selected markers. We anal-
se here the genetic diversity indicators at the selected markers. The
volutionary forces on the selected markers are the genetic drift, mu-
ation and selection (Kirk and Freeland, 2011). The selection should
ffect the most the variability of the indicators as populations are
enerally initialised far from the populations optima. Genetic drift is
lso expected to affect the variability of the indicators due to cases with
mall population sizes. As for neutral markers, mutation is not expected
6

o contribute much to variability.
Table 4
Parameter values for SAs C Migration.

Parameter Neutral
SA

Markers Selected
SA

Markers

carr_cap
percentSelf
mutRate Identical to Table 2 Identical to Table 2
nbLocSel
optimum

network Erdős–Renyi, Community, Barabási
migRate 0.01, 0.1, 0.25
nbEdges 𝐸max × 0.04, 𝐸max × 0.08, 𝐸max × 0.16
migReplace 0.05, 0.2, 0.5

With 𝐸max =
𝑛𝑏𝑃 𝑜𝑝×(𝑛𝑏𝑃 𝑜𝑝−1)

2
.

2.3.2.3. Hypotheses for colonisation–extinction. In these SAs, we analyse
the genetic diversity at neutral and selected markers separately in
cases where populations are connected by colonisation and submitted
to extinction. As we add colonisation and extinction to the isolated
populations SAs, we expect the same genetic forces to contribute to the
variability of the model, i.e. genetic drift and selection, together with
colonisation and extinction. The importance of the contribution of each
parameter is difficult to foresee due to the multiple parameters of the
system, and little information is available from analytical approaches.
Moreover, the demographic forces of the simulations and the network
topologies are expected to contribute to most of the variability of the
survival rate (Barbillon et al., 2015).

2.3.2.4. Hypotheses for migration. In these SAs, the genetic diversity is
analysed separately at neutral and selected markers in cases where pop-
ulations are connected by migration. For genetic diversity parameters,
the expectations are quite similar to those of Colonisation–Extinction
SAs, as migration and colonisation both correspond to seed circulation
among populations, therefore influencing both within and between-
population genetic diversity indices. So, the same genetic forces are
expected to contribute to the variability of the model, i.e. genetic drift
and selection, as well as migration and network topologies, but without
presuming the relative importance of the different parameters.

3. Results

3.1. Isolated populations

3.1.1. Isolated populations, neutral markers
The mean expected heterozygosity (Hs) in the SA Isolated pop-

ulations, Neutral markers decreases from 0.5 to 0.4 over the thirty
generations (Fig. 2(a)). Its variability also increases with 90% of the
simulations between 0.5 and 0.25 Hs at the thirtieth generation.

The mean population differentiation (Gst) in the SA Isolated popu-
lations, Neutral markers increases from 0 to 0.25 (cf. Fig. 2(b)). The
variability also increases during the simulations, with 90% of the
replicates between 0 and 0.5.

The carrying capacity (carr_cap in the figures), i.e. the size of
the populations, explains most of the variability of the expected het-
erozygosity indicator for the SA Isolated populations, Neutral markers
(Fig. 2(a)). The remaining variability of the model is mostly explained
by the reproduction regime (percentSelf in the figures). The same phe-
nomenon can be observed for the population differentiation indicator
(Gst) (Fig. 2(b)).

The same distribution of the variability is observed for both indica-
tors in the last generation graph for the SA Isolated populations, Neutral

markers, as shown in graph Fig. 2(c).
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Fig. 2. Share of variability of the (a) Hs and (b) Gst along the generations of the
imulations, and (c) Hs and Gst for the last generation of the simulations, induced
y each parameter, for the SAs Isolated populations, Neutral markers. See details in
ection 2.2.6 for interpretation.

.1.2. Isolated populations, selected markers
The mean Hs indicator decreases from 0.5 to 0.3 over time (Fig. 3(a))

nd its variability maximises at the fifteenth generation, with 90% of
he replicates between slightly less than 0.5 and 0 at the last generation.

The mean Gst increases from 0 to 0.2 over time. Its variability
aximises at generation 15, with 90% of the replicates between 0 and
.95 at the last generation (Fig. 3(b)).

The number of loci under selection (nbLocSel in the figures) explains
ost of the variability of Hs (Fig. 3(a)).

During the first three generations, the carrying capacity explains
ransiently most of the variability of the indicator, later replaced by
he reproduction regime.

Interactions explain almost half of the variability of the Gst indicator
n Fig. 3(b), therefore the last generation graph (Fig. 3(c)) is important
7

Fig. 3. Share of the variability of the (a) Hs and (b) Gst along the generations of
the simulations, and (c) Hs and Gst for the last generation of the simulations, induced
by each parameter, for the SAs Isolated populations, Selected markers. See details in
Section 2.2.6 for interpretation.

to determine the components of the variability. The optimum param-
eter (optimum in the figures) explains most of the variability of the
Gst indicator. The number of loci under selection is the second most
important contributor to the variability of this indicator, by mostly
bringing it through interaction with other parameters. Finally, the
carrying capacity and the reproduction regime both contribute to the
variability of the Gst, especially in the early generations.

3.2. Colonisation–extinction

3.2.1. Colonisation–extinction, neutral markers
The mean theoretical heterozygosity for the SA Colonisation– Extinc-

tion, Neutral markers (Fig. 4(a)) decreases from 0.5 to 0.4 during the
thirty generations of the simulations. 90% of Hs values range between
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Fig. 4. Share of variability of the (a) Hs and (b) Gst along the generations of the
imulations, and (c) Hs and Gst for the last generation of the simulations, induced by
ach parameter, for the SAs Colonisation–Extinction, Neutral markers. See details in
ection 2.2.6 for interpretation.

.5 and 0.25. Extreme values in the simulations appear at the thirteenth
eneration, corresponding to extinct or fixed metapopulations. The non
ontinuity of the variability increases the share of residual up to 0.45
f the variability. When the variability becomes continuous again, the
esidual reduces to 0.2 of the variability share.

The carrying capacity explains the largest part of the variability
f Hs in the first fifteen generations, while the reproduction regime
xplains the remaining part. The Figs. 2(a) and 4(a) display similar
rends for the variability share during the first fifteen generations.

From the fifteenth generation to the thirtieth, the colonisation rate
colRate in the figures) and the extinction rate (extinction in the figures)
ake a larger part in the variability of the Hs indicator. It is likely
hat particular combinations of extinction and colonisation rates (high
8

extinction and low colonisation) lead to extinct metapopulations with
𝐻𝑠 = 0, inducing a large variability in the outputs. These two param-
eters are the main components of the interaction, as it can be seen in
the Fig. 4(c).

The mean population differentiation for the SA Colonisation– Extinc-
ion, Neutral markers (Fig. 4(b)) increases from 0 to 0.1 during the thirty
enerations. 90% of the Gst range between 0 and 0.4.

Similarly to the trends observed in the Fig. 2(b), the carrying
apacity explains most of the variability of the Gst indicator, especially
n the first twenty generations. The reproduction regime is the second
ost important parameter for the same generations. During the last

en generations, the share of the carrying capacity decreases, and the
xtinction parameter becomes the second most important parameter, as
hown in Fig. 4(c).

.2.2. Colonisation–extinction, selected markers
The mean expected heterozygosity for the SA Colonisation–Extinction,

elected markers (Fig. 5(a)) decreases from 0.5 to 0.3 during the thirty
enerations, i.e. as expected much more than at neutral markers. 90%
f Hs range between 0.5 and 0.

The number of locus under selection explains the largest part of
he variability of the expected heterozygosity, especially from the third
eneration on. The reproduction regime is the second most important
arameter from the generation four to twenty, then replaced by the
olonisation rate. The extinction rate is also important in the last
enerations, as shown in Fig. 5(c), though it is mostly influencing
hrough interactions with other parameters.

The mean population differentiation increases from 0 to 0.1 through
he thirty generations. 90% of the simulations range from 0 to 1.

Most of the variability of the Gst indicator (Fig. 5(b)) is explained
y the interaction between parameters after the fifth generation. In the
ast generation, the interaction is mainly composed by the number of
ocus under selection, and in a second order by the colonisation rate
nd the extinction rate, as it can be seen in Fig. 5(c). The following
ost important parameters are the optima of the populations and the

arrying capacity.

.2.3. Colonisation–extinction demographic indices
The survival rate decreases from 1 to 0.8 through the thirty gen-

rations (Fig. 6). Moreover, the variability of the indicator rapidly
ncreases, and 90% of the simulations range between 1 and 0.04.

The colonisation rate explains less than half of the variability of the
ndicator during the first half of the generations. Its share increases
ver the thirty generations, and ends explaining the majority of the
ariability of the survival rate, including in interaction with other
arameters.

The extinction rate explains half of the variability of the survival
ate in the early generations. Its share decreases during the thirty
enerations to stand below the colonisation rate.

The number of edges (nbEdges in the figures), i.e. the number of
ocial links through which seeds can circulate, shows a steady share of
.05 of the variability of the survival rate.

.3. Migration

The mean expected heterozygosity for the SA Migration, Neutral
arkers (Fig. A.1) decreases from 0.5 to 0.45 during the thirty genera-
ions. The population differentiation of the same SA increases from 0
o 0.05.

For the SA Migration, Neutral markers, the carrying capacity explains
ost of the variability of Hs and Gst indicators (Fig. 7(a)). The follow-

ng most important parameters are the migration rate (migRate in the
igure) and the proportion of seeds replaced by migration (migReplace
n the figure). The reproduction regime explains 0.1 of the variability.
inally, the number of edges brings half the variability of the reproduc-
ion regime to the simulation. Compared to the Colonisation–Extinction,
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Fig. 5. Share of variability of the (a) Hs and (b) Gst along the generations of the
imulations, and (c) Hs and Gst for the last generation of the simulations, induced by
ach parameter, for the SAs Colonisation–Extinction, Selected markers. See details in
ection 2.2.6 for interpretation.

eutral markers SA, seed circulation parameters induce less variability
n the output as they do not lead to extinct metapopulations.

The mean expected heterozygosity for the SA Migration, Selected
arkers (Fig. A.2) decreases from 0.5 to 0.35 during the thirty genera-
ions. The population differentiation of the same SA increases from 0
o 0.05.

For the SA Migration, Selected markers, the number of locus submit-
ed to selection explains the largest part of the variability of the Hs
ndicator at the last generation (Fig. 7(b)). The distribution of optima
epresents a source of variability over 7 fold lower. The migration
ate, the proportion of seed replaced during a migration, the carrying
apacity and the reproduction regime also bring variability to the
imulations to a lesser degree.
9

Fig. 6. Share of variability of the survival rate induced by each parameter along
the generations of the simulations for the SAs Colonisation–Extinction. See details in
Section 2.2.6 for interpretation.

Fig. 7. Share of variability induced by each parameter of the last generation for the
(a) Neutral markers and (b) Selected markers for the SAs Migration. See details in
Section 2.2.6 for interpretation.
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For the Migration, Selected markers SA, the distribution of selective
optima of the populations and, in a lower extent, the number of locus
under selection, explain the greatest part of the variability of the
Gst indicator (Fig. 7(b)). The migration rate, the proportion of seeds
replaced by migration, and the carrying capacity, explain ten times less
of the variability of Gst than the optimum distribution. Finally, most of
the remaining variability is explained by the reproduction regime, the
number of edges of the network, and the network topology (network in
the figures).

4. Discussion

4.1. Influence of the parameters in the different SAs

4.1.1. Origin of the variability for isolated populations
Neutral markers of isolated populations (cf Section 3.1.1 for the de-

scription of the SAs) are mainly submitted to genetic drift parameters.
The carrying capacity explains most of the variability of the outputs of
the model, and the reproduction regime is the second most important
parameter. The mutation rate (mutRate in the figures), does not induce
variability in the outputs of the model, which is consistent with the
expectations (Halligan and Keightley, 2009; Schoen and Brown, 1991),
as genetic drift is the main evolutionary force expected on neutral
markers given the rather small population sizes considered and the
short time period studied (Dobzhansky and Pavlovsky, 1957). The
selection parameters do not bring any variability in the outputs which
is consistent with the fact that all loci markers are neutral and modelled
as unlinked genetically to the selected markers and so no linkage drag is
expected to occur. Although populations are initialised by drawing alle-
les at random independently at each locus, sampling of a small number
of multilocus genotypes in the case of small population size (40) could
generate some initial linkage disequilibrium (Ohta and Kimura, 1969).
This could generate variability due to the interaction between carrying
capacity and selection parameters. However, this does not seem to be
the case here.

In contrast, Selected markers (cf Section 3.1.2 for the description
of the SA) are mostly under the influence of the selection forces. The
number of locus under selection explains most of the variability of
the Hs indicator. This is consistent with our hypotheses (see 2.3.2.2)
and is caused by the fact that the response to selection will be faster
when fewer loci determine the fitness, as little linkage disequilibrium
is expected among positive and negative alleles at different selected
markers (Kirk and Freeland, 2011). Although selection is expected to
be stronger in larger populations (i.e. when genetic drift is limited) than
in small populations, no interaction seems to influence the variability
of Hs indicator. For the Gst indicator, the main parameter that explains
the variability of the simulations is the distribution of the selection
optima of the populations. This is consistent with our expectations
(see 2.3.2.2) as the distribution of the optima will directly impact the
differentiation among populations. This is confirmed by the fact that
the optimum parameter has strong interactions with the number of
locus under selection.

For both types of markers (neutral and selected), Hs decreases over
time as expected, especially as genetic drift is strong and as selection
is intense for the selected markers. In parallel, Gst increases at both
types of markers. The increase in differentiation is larger at neutral
markers as expected (Wang, 2015) because the sampling effect will not
pick the same alleles in the different populations. At selected markers,
the differentiation among populations depends on the optimum dis-
tribution and number of locus under selection. While similar optima
for all populations will lead to few or no differentiation, contrasted
and continuous optima can maximise differentiation depending on the
number of selected locus.

In the case of isolated populations, the genetic drift parameter
(i.e. the carrying capacity of the populations) and the two selection
10

parameters (number of selected loci and distribution of the populations v
optima) will the most influence the variability of the genetic diversity
outputs depending on the type of markers we consider (neutral or
selected), showing therefore the importance to tune these parameters
finely.

4.1.2. Origin of the variability for colonisation–extinction
The genetic diversity indicators in the Colonisation–Extinction SAs

are mainly influenced by the genetic drift or selection parameters
depending on the markers analysed.

The colonisation and extinction rates are of second importance to
induce variability in the outputs of the model in particular at neutral
markers. The colonisation rate mostly influences the within-population
genetic diversity through its capacity to introduce locally new diver-
sity due to the possibility of multiple sources of seed flows, while
mainly the extinction rate influences the genetic differentiation among
populations.

It is surprising that the network parameters contribute so little to
the variability of the outputs of the model. This could be explained
by the large range of variation of the genetic drift parameter, which
accommodates most of the variability. In contrast, the colonisation and
extinction parameters explain all the variability of the survival rate.
This is expected (see 2.3.2.3) as these parameters and their relative
values have a direct impact on the demography of the metapopulation.

In these SAs, the evolution of Hs mean is quite similar to the evolu-
tion in Isolated Populations SAs whatever the markers, while the genetic
differentiation increases much less over time due to seed circulation
among populations. Thus, even though the existence of seed flows
between populations influences the evolution over generations of the
genetic differentiation between populations, neither the colonisation
rate nor the network specificities strongly determine the variability of
Gst response.

4.1.3. Origin of the variability for migration
The variability of genetic diversity indicators in the Migration SAs is

ainly influenced by the genetic drift or selection parameters depend-
ng on the markers analysed, as is the case for the Isolated populations
As. The migration parameters are of second order of importance to
xplain the variability of the output of the model.

The migration rate induces more variability in the outputs of the
odel than the colonisation rate in Colonisation–Extinction SAs for

he Gst of Neutral markers. Yet, as seed circulation under extinction–
olonisation regime is governed by the combination of both the extinc-
ion rate and the colonisation rate (as colonisation can only occur in
ase a population became extinct), one should consider the influence of
hese two parameters together. Similarly, it is sensible to consider the
nfluence of both the migration rate and the replacement rate together
s, under the migration regime, seed circulation is governed by the
ombination of the migration rate and the replacement rate within the
arget population.

In the same way as the extinction and colonisation parameters in
he Colonisation–Extinction SAs, the migration rate and the replacement
ate parameters contribute both equally to the variability of the Selected
arkers indicators but to a smaller extent compared to variability of the
eutral markers indicators.

Finally, network parameters have very few impacts on the variabil-
ty of the genetic outputs. As for the Colonisation–Extinction SAs, this
ight be explained by the wide range of variation of our genetic drift
arameters.

In the Migration SAs, Hs mean over generations decreases slightly
ess compared to the trends in Isolated population and Colonisation–
xtinction SAs while the mean Gst increases less than in Colonisation–
xtinction SA indicating that the range of situations considered in
igration SAs leads to less structure of the genetic diversity within the
etapopulation.

Consistently, seed flows between populations described here by the
igration rate and the replacement rate do not strongly determine the
ariability of genetic diversity and population differentiation.
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4.1.4. Early generations of colonisation–extinction, neutral markers
The residual of Hs increases very fast after the tenth generation,

and then reduces progressively (Fig. 4(a)). This is due to the fact that
for certain combinations of parameters, at this generation, in all the
replicates the metapopulation is empty or fixed at all loci. This causes
a huge variability in the outputs that the analysis cannot explain by any
up to second order effect or interaction. Afterwards other combinations
of parameters lead to an empty or fixed metapopulation, and the
variability turns more continuous, so that the analysis becomes more
explanatory, and thus the residual decreases.

It can be noted that the colonisation rate and the extinction rate
have a larger share in the variability of the outputs in the late gen-
erations than in the early generations. This is because in the early
generations, the populations are not genetically stabilised yet to their
reproduction regime and population size. The genetic frequencies will
thus vary a lot in the early generations, and only stabilise (usually)
around the 15th generation. The ‘‘stabilised share’’ of the parameters
to the variability of the outputs can then be observed.

It is interesting to note that colonisation does not simply behave as
migration. The migration rate seems to influence more the variability of
the Gst indicator than the colonisation rate does (Figs. 7, 4(c) and 5(c)).
This might come from the fact that the migration is not dependent of an
extinction process to move seeds. Migration could thus take place more
often than colonisation, creating more gene flow between populations
than colonisation.

It is surprising that so little variability of the outputs in the Colonisati
xtinction and in the Migration SAs is coming from differences in the
opology of the network, compared to the variability due to the genetic
rift parameter and to extinction, colonisation and migration rates.

In Barbillon et al. (2015), the authors evaluated with a sensitivity
nalysis a dynamic colonisation extinction model in the context of
etapopulations to assess the impact of several parameters related to

olonisation, extinction, network topology and density on the aver-
ge survival rate of a variety over all the farms growing the variety
crop metapopulation) and on the persistence of the variety in the
rop metapopulation. The authors show that after the extinction and
olonisation parameters, it is the number of edges in the network that
nduces most of the variability. Then, the network topology induces less
ut not negligible variability. We show here that the same parameters
nduce far less variability. The added genetic aspect or the large varia-
ion range of the genetic drift parameters might explain this observed
ifference (Tan et al., 2017).

.2. Limitations of the experimental design

Even if we used a fractional factorial design of experiments, in-
reasing the number of parameters beyond 9 would result in too many
imulations for the duration of the simulations (which ranges from
few dozens of seconds to more than 24 h). Moreover, running six

ifferent SAs allowed us to better understand the dynamics of the
ifferent evolutionary forces separately. We thus chose to restrict the
As dedicated to Isolated populations to 5 parameters to study evo-

lutionary forces related to genetic drift and selection, and the SAs
dedicated to Colonisation–Extinction and Migration to 9 parameters to
tudy forces related to colonisation and migration respectively, along
ith the genetic drift and selection.

As mentioned in the Section 2.2.1, using ‘‘planor’’ requires the same
umber of levels for each parameter chosen. As we chose to have 3
evels for our parameters (i.e. two extreme values and an intermediate
ne), it imposed us to chose parameters among the continuous ones,
nd leave aside the ‘‘on/off’’ parameters even if they might have been
nteresting to include in the SA.

Using a fractional factorial design of experiments allows the number
f simulations to be reduced considerably, in our case up to 10 times
ess. However, it does not allow to detect interactions above the second
11

rder. This limits the power of the analysis, although we observe in
Fig. A.1. Share of variability of the (a) Hs and (b) Gst along the generations of the
simulations induced by each parameter, for the SAs Migration, Neutral markers. See
details in Section 2.2.6 for interpretation.

the results that very little variability can be explained by second order
interactions. Already, few of the variability is explained by second order
interactions. This indicates that while we do not yet fully understand
the role of each parameter in the variability of the indicators, we expect
very little divergence between what we understand of the model and
what actually happens in it. In addition, interactions above second or-
der, not detected by the analysis, are included in the residual. Thus, as
long as the residual is small, one can be sure that the larger interactions
induce very little variability in the model outputs.

The use of two separate SAs for selected and non-selected markers
allowed a better understanding of the behaviour of the model with and
without selection, as when the number of selected loci is set to 0 (i.e. no
selection), it is not possible to define selective optima for populations
or to analyse genetic diversity at selected markers. Yet, we are not
able to quantitatively compare the results of the two SAs, because the
combinations of parameters might interact differently in the two SAs.
We are, however, able to qualitatively compare two SAs with each
other. In order to diversify as much as possible the networks used
by CropMetaPop in the analysis, we generated a library of a hundred
networks for each combination of network type and density. Therefore,
as we run ten replicates, it is quite unlikely to find the same network
several times in the same parameter combination.

To analyse the results of the simulation more efficiently, home-made
Python scripts were created in the team. It allows for an adapted and
fast computation of the genetic and demographic indicators.

5. Conclusion

Here we present CropMetaPop, a model that addresses the lack
of a suitable model to study the genetic evolution of crop metapop-

ulations. Critical features of crop metapopulations that can usually
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Fig. A.2. Share of variability of the (a) Hs and (b) Gst along the generations of the
simulations induced by each parameter, for the SAs Migration, Selected markers. See
details in Section 2.2.6 for interpretation.

not be represented in classic metapopulations models, are included
in CropMetaPop. Among those features, the distinct migration and
colonisation processes, the fact that these processes happen on seeds
and not on juveniles and/or adults. Moreover the CropMetaPop allows
to model precisely the seed movements that can be realised. This seed
circulation network can be defined precisely based on real data or
defined randomly. Moreover, CropMetaPop allows to set parameters
specific to seed movements, such as the ratio of seeds replaced by
migration, or the ratio kept by farmers haring seeds, among other
parameters.

We performed sensitivity analyses of the CropMetaPop model for
a time frame corresponding to the situations encountered in the field,
i.e. a few dozen generations maximum, to check that the model works
as expected, and to determine the relative influence that the major
input parameters have on the outputs of the model. Results showed that
the drift-related parameter was of the most influential on the variability
of the genetic diversity indicators, especially at the neutral markers,
while indicators at selected markers were mostly influenced by the
number of loci under selection and the distribution of the populations
optimums. Colonisation–extinction and migration processes through
the rates of extinction, colonisation, migration and migration replace-
ment, introduced additional variability to the outputs of the model
in the corresponding sensitivity analyses, while the topology of the
network parameters induced only little variability in the outputs of
the model. The results of the sensitivity analyses are not intended to
directly describe situations encountered in the field. Rather, they will
Rather, they will help CropMetaPop users to be vigilant in the choice of
values for certain parameters, especially those that play an important
role in the results. These results support a proper functioning of the
12

model. CropMetaPop can therefore be used in concrete applications
to study the genetic evolution of crop metapopulations. For example,
the model can be used to practices and organisational modes on the
evolution of crop genetic diversity. This type of work could be used
as a mediation tool to build decisions in a collective managing crop
genetic diversity.
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